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1 LEGAL MEASURES AND PROCEDURES: FROM
EUROPE TO THE STATE

Asylum seeker Refugee status

Temporary protection Subsidiary protection



For 1 year, but can be

extended for 6 months,

twice + another year if

needed



2
WELCOMING AND INTEGRATION OF
REFUGEES IN FRANCE AND EUROPE



A. The housing issue : evidence
of differential treatment in

France 

Jean Castex: opening of 100,000
accommodation for ukrainians families 

Exceptional aid of 150 euros for people
hosting Ukrainians 

Marlène Schiappa : Specific platform on
the French government website to help
Ukrainian families 



B.  Access to social
assistance: a distinct status

Ukrainians refugees have access to the
allowance for asylum seekers (AAS)
regardless of their income. 

 Asylum seekers have only access to this
allowance if they respect a contract and
do not have other resources.

 However Ukrainians refugees are not
granted the Active Solidarity Income (ASS)
as other international refugees. 



MEDIA COVERAGE AND PUBLIC OPINIONS3



A. French political
communication on the conflict

Pictures of the Ukrainian flag on
social media

Emmanuel Macron (Feb. 24):

Displaying the flag on city halls

Renaming "Kharkov"  "Kharkiv"

"France stands by Ukraine. I want to
salute the courage and
determination of the Ukrainian
President, the authorities and the
people. Their freedom is our
freedom."



B. The difference in the representation of
war refugees: the example of Syrians and

Ukrainians 

The lack of knowledge about the war in Syria leads

the French to lose interest in the subject

Ukraine has a faster and more important media

coverage

Radio France: daily podcast "War in Ukraine, the

daily podcast"  

Le Monde: 24/7 live on the news of Ukraine

Uneven media coverage



“We are not talking about Syrians fleeing bombings. We are talking about
Europeans who leave in their cars, which look like our cars, and who take the
road to try to save their lives.” (Philippe Corbé)

"It will undoubtedly be a high quality immigration [...]. They will be
intellectuals." (Jean-Louis Bourlanges)

"This is not a place [...] like Iraq or Afghanistan, that has seen conflict rage for
decades. This is a relatively civilized, relatively European city [...], a city where
you wouldn't expect this, or expect this to happen." (Charlie D'Agata)

Syrians = "migrants" ≠ Ukrainians = "refugees"

"A hierarchy of migration is being established, which risks making Europe even
more hostile to refugees not from its continent." (Smaïn Laacher)

A difference in empathy



CONCLUSION


